
Dear 1)111, 	 12/4/93 
This particular rush is becLluse I'm behind on reading the retyped ms. that was Hoax 

and has been retitled Case Uitelesedi-or Opened, Live forgotten xkla which. Lost mpst of 

Monday and yesterday being driven to johns Hopkins, where I was twice told I'm holding 

my own. I Pipe they are right! aAnd a days ws o in today's mail. 

Hold off on sending me the CBS show. I think someone said he would. Thanks for 
035 

that and the others, though. I appreciate your cueing it to Rookstoll. Never saw him. 

He wrote me like a devoted fan. He may even be inside his official closet. 

We are having to backorder Oswald in NO. I hope to be able to arronge for copies 

to be made this coming week. That kind of binding ca\not inTiledone locally and the 

problem is finding a suitable one. bi).-4/444e g(t,,,( 

If without nma&any real trouble you can geti transcripts of the shows, they ceuld 

be more useful. Some are supposed to me in the mail to me so take no time at least for 

a while until I see if I get them. 

Dave had all 600 pages of the disclosed LBJ phone transripts. The one I heard on 

ir t I 13-  ABC-TV I could
vvi.   
not understand a word of! /b bxt 

Newman's4is absolutely masterful! I've road almost half- since Thanksgiving! If 

you cannot find one most stores can order it. Warneo 13ooks. 

The extra copy is of the rought, and 1  mean very rough, Hoax. almost complete. I 

can send it when I finish the reading in the event I have to consult it. Under the 

circumstance the grandmother who did the retyping was magnificent. She had some trouble 

but she reflects ever so much less than I'd expected. But it is t1iaking time 

Everypf those beautiful or-gaesloranges was as great as each looked. Solar, true 

also of the grapefruit, now also almost gone. What a difference when alomp people go 

to the time and 'trouble to have real quality! That is what we did with chickens, and 

got the face-to-face reactions. I think that perhaps more than ever those living near 

large cities and wanting to farm can make a fine and zt worthwhile living that xxa way if 

they are suited to personal marketing and do get the top quality in their product. You'd 

be surpted at the bigshots, really important people,who accepted their poultry in their 

offices and carried it home. 

Again thanks and our best to you both, 


